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WHY MODULAR WARDROBES

GUNTIER designs and creates wardrobes customized to your requirements and specifications.
The wardrobes can easily be installed in one home, then dismantled and reinstalled in another home. 
Modular wardrobes use smart fittings to ensure optimum storage and usage, and you get the best price 
guaranteed. The wardrobes are factory finished using international machinery to create high quality
products, which allows for consistent finish everytime. Starting with your materials and finishes, to
 customizing the exterior and interior, to finalizing the small details, GUNTIER is a one stop shop for
your complete wardrobe solution.
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Wardrobe Shutters
MDF (Medium Density Fiberboard) is an engineered wood 
material that is made of small wood fibers glued together 
at very high temperatures, creating a solid, compact piece. 
It is primarily used for making the shutters. The attributes 
of MDF are: 

Smooth surface, making it easier to paint
The smoothness of MDF allows for versatility in design 
finish. 
The consistency of the material permits for easy cut-
ting for detailed, intricate designs.
Stable (won’t expand or contract)
Water resistant once sealed properly on all edges 

Cabinet Materials
The wardrobes are primarily manufactured using either 
particleboard or plywood. 
Particleboard is made by gluing together very small chips 
of wood, and compressing the mixture to form flat boards 
to make cabinetry. Attributes of Particleboard:

Laminated at the time of manufacture
Cheaper than plywood
Smoother and cleaner than plywood, leaving a flat, 
slick finish
Environmentally friendly: using scraps of other lumbar 
products, and no waste is generated
AllAll scraps are dipped in an anti-termite solution, 
making the material highly termite resistant
Once sealed properly, then highly resistant to mois-
ture and humidity

Plywood
Plywood is an engineered material that is made by press-
ing and binding sheets of wood veneer into a solid piece. 
Attributes of 
Plywood:

Made from multiple layers of veneer, making it very 
strong to work with.
Won’t soak up water and liquids easily
Does not expand or shrink
Resists extreme weather conditions

Laminated plywood is also used as wardrobe shutters . Plywood is 
waterproof and solid and can withstand extreme weather conditions.
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Finishes

Laminate shutters add an element of style to your 
living space. In a laminate shutter you have a choice 
of a glossy, matt, or textured appearance. Laminate 
shutters are sealed on all sides with an edge band, 
which adds to the character of the shutter. Laminate, 
as a material, is scratch resistant. This finish is very 
easy to clean and maintain. It is highly scratch resist-
antant and only requires a moist cloth with mild deter-
gent to wipe down the shutters.

LAMINATE SHUTTERS VENEER

Membrane shutters give a very smooth and precise 
look. The shutters are manufactured using textured 
and matt foils that are wrapped around all sides, elim-
inating the need to seal the edges with a different ele-
ment. Membrane is highly scratch resistant and very 
easy to clean and maintain, with the use of a moist 
cloth and  mild detergent on the shutters.

MEMBRANE

Lacquered shutters have a very rich and contempo-
rary look, adding a modern touch to any home. It is 
available in a variety of colors with matt or high gloss 
finish. Due to the shutters’ extreme gloss levels, lac-
quered shutters are easily protected against scratch-
es with regular use of a mild detergent and a mi-
crofiber cloth.

LACQUERED
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GUNTIER offers various finishes which are listed below:

LAMINATE SHUTTERS VENEER

MEMBRANE LAQUERED

Veneer shutters have a smooth wooden look. They
are the perfect substitute for solid wood, adding
warmth and coziness to any home. The shutters are
manufactured using high quality materials, and are
available in matt and high gloss finish. GUNTIER veneer 
shutters are unique, as they are molded on all
four edges to maintain the grain orientation, and are
exclusively with us. Being scratch resistent, they are easily 
maintained with the use of a microfiber cloth
and mild detergent.



Hinge door wardrobes are our standard wardrobe 
solution, where the wardrobe opens directly in 
front. As a user, you will require space to allow 
room for opening the wardrobe, and you can 
access the entire wardrobe at once. 

HINGE DOOR WARDROBES

Sliding door wardrobes are wardrobes where the 
shutters slide to the opposite sides to get access to 
the wardrobe. It is beneficial in narrow spaces such 
as passageways or hallways. Sliding door wardrobes 
require a lot of opening and closing access all as-
pects of the wardrobe. Depending on the number of 
shutters, you can access ½ or 1/3 of the wardrobe at 

SLIDING DOOR WARDROBES

Sliding-folding wardrobes have shutters that open 
by being folded towards a particular side. You can 
access the entire wardrobe at once, with the shut-
ters folded against the sides of the wardrobe. Slid-
ing-folding wardrobes are practical if there is 
enough space in front of the wardrobe to allow for 
the opening of the shutter. 

Handles vs. Handle-less

Shutters and drawers with handles are the conven-
tional choice for a given space. They add to the 
classic look of any kitchen, and complement any 
shutter or drawer. Handles accentuate the overall 
appearance and are very versatile. They are a 
single touch-point to open a shutter or a drawer, 
and they are available in a variety of shapes and 

HANDLES

Handle-less shutters are very contemporary and 
stylish, adding to a seamless look of a kitchen. It 
gives the kitchen a flushed façade. Handle-less 
wardrobes are easier to maintain and clean, requir-
ing a simple wipe down of the surfaces. This also 
makes them more hygienic as there are no handles 
that will collect dirt or grime with constant use. The 
smoothsmooth texture adds to the effortless movement, 
without worring about any clothing getting caught 
due to handles being in your way. 

HANDLE-LESS
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GUNTIER offers a wide range of wardrobe shutters in many finishes and types. The following are 
offered by GUNTIER:

HINGE DOOR WARDROBES SLIDING DOOR WARDROBES

SLIDING FOLDING

HANDLES HANDLE LESS

sizes.

TYPES OF WARDROBE SHUTTERS
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Hanging Rod- Hanging rods are a 
standard in every wardrobe. The 
benefits of a hanging rod are that 
your clothes take up just half of the 
space. Therefore, you can easily 
add two hanging rods to fully uti-
lize the wardrobe space that is 
alloted to you.alloted to you.

Tandem Lift- Many wardrobes, es-
pecially in Indian households, are 
built with very high ceilings. Don't 
let that stop you from building a 
higher wardrobe! The solution for 
this type of a wardrobe is a tandem 
lift, where you are able to pull a 
hanginghanging rod down to access your 
clothes. It is another way of fully 
optimizing your wardrobe space.

Tall Hanging- For our Indian-wear 
the regular hanging rods are not 
sufficient. We all need a solution 
where clothes can simply hang 
without getting crushed or folded 
at the bottom. Here the tall hang-
ing is an ideal storage option. Your 
clothersclothers are stored easily and con-
veniently.

Drawers- Drawers are another 
standard storage solution in ward-
robes. Drawers can be used for 
storing smaller items, such as 
pocket squares or scarves. They 
are available in multiple sizes.

Pullouts- Pullouts are the combi-
nation of shelves and drawers. 
They appear like a shelf, but they 
can pull out like drawers. Pullouts 
also often used as storage solu-
tions for several folded clothing 
items, such as jeans or t-shirts.

Loft- The loft is an option that goes above the main ward-
robe. Due to the season changes here in India, we need 
space to store our off-season clothes. The loft serves as 
the ideal storage solution. It is out of the way, yet not too 
far from your existing wardrobe. The loft can also be used 
for storing your linens and other items that are used 
infrequently.

GUNTIER provides various storage options for your wardrobe. The standard depth of the wardrobe
is 2 FT. and it is customized in a way to accomodate all your requirments. The following are offered:

STORAGE OPTIONS

Shelves- Shelves are also a standard
in wardrobes. They are ideal for 
folded t-shirts or jeans/shorts. All
the shelves at GUNTIER are 
adjustable. Therefore, they can be
placed at whichever distance that
you desire.



Wardrobe Lighting

Battery Operated Lights :
Battery-operated lights are ideal for smaller wardrobes. 
There are a variety of wall-mounted and ceiling-mounted fix-
tures available to match the overall theme of your wardrobe 
colors and design. 

LED Sensor Lights:
SensorSensor lights are slightly more advanced than battery-operat-
ed lights. Sensor lights operate with a magnetic strip while 
open and closing the wardrobe. They are the perfect option 
for frequently used wardrobes and storage areas, and are 
also available in a variety of fixtures to customize to the over-
all appearance of your wardrobe. 

+91 7042 335104 dreamhome@modspace.in www.facebook.com/modspace.in




